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“Fathers and Sons" will he
premiering on Wednesday
by Jean Erickson
The version of “ Fathers and
Sons” to be produced this week at
Lawrence would more accurately
be called an inspiration than
adaptation from the Turgenev
novel A ssociate P rofesso r
R ichard F ra n c e , the p la y ’s
director and author, says that
“radical changes” have been
made from the original work.
One reason he gives is that an
author adapting a play from a
book written 100 years ago,
“can’t be expected to have the
s a m e s e n sib ilitie s” as the
original author. According to
France, the play’s “tone and
human insights are vastly dif
ferent from Turgenev.” This is
partly because of the different
demands and virtues of the two
media involved. In the novel,
T urgenev can afford long
passages of conversation, using
them to further the theme of the
novels. This is unsuited to the
play form because of the visual
aspect of theater production.
Rachel France, designer of sets
and costumes for the play, says
that the production includes
“many concepts that are visual.”
Hopefully, the set itself will have
great impact on the audience. “It
will make a statement by the
very lines and masses, the weird
angles, and so m etim es u n 
pleasant colors.”

Republicans
plan for 76

by Jim Brooks
Under new leadership and with
new programs the Lawrence
College Republicans (LCR) have
begun to plan for the 1975-76
academic year, which will in
clude activity in next y e a r’s
Wisconsin Presidential Prim ary
At the beginning of third term,
Melinda I)ik (’77) was elected to
fill the chairm an’s position left
vacant by the resignation of Scot
Faulkner (’75). Lee Bellows (’78)
and Dorothy Fischer (’78) were
chosen as first and second vice
c h a irm a n , respectively. The
decision by the LCR, with its
membership of 18 students, was
unanimous.
Due to their involvement in
various campus activities, the
three new leaders have decided
to form a triumvirate to head the
LCR for the remainder of this
year. In this way they hope to be
able to give equal time and at
tention to all of their interests and
activities.
Dik is President of Pan Hel, a
position requiring much time and
dedication. Bellows is publicity
chairman for both Pan Hel and
her sorority, Alpha Chi She is
also secretary for the Lantern
program on campus. Fischer is
the P lan tz House Council
president, as well as pledge
president for the Pi Phis.
One of the first projects of the
new leaders will be operating the
dunking stool at the “Celebrate”
ca rn iv al. F o rm e r officers
Faulkner and Chris Lapp (’77)
are slated to be two of the stool
“sitters.”
In the fall the LCR will begin a
membership drive and hold an
election to select p e rm a n en t
officers for the school year With
the primaries and other election
year activities, the LCR foresees
a busy year Dik. Bellows and
Fischer all expressed a hope that
they can work together with the
Democratic Youth Caucus on
campus in an effort to “educate
the people, not alienate them "

Agr»*at deal of the production’s
emphasis is on visual additions to
the actual script. Joe DeLuca
(’78) comments that “what we
are doing is an adaptation of an
a d a p ta tio n .” M any visual
symbols and effects appear that
are not in the script. One such
visual symbol is Eric Dancy (’76)
who as the c h a r a c te r of
Bazarov’s companion, represents
the constant presence of death
within the theme of the play in
several ways. At the beginning of
the play, he leads the actors
across the stage, through a
“ portal into the world of the
play.” As Bazarov’s companion,
he represents Bazarov’s constant
p reoccup ation with d eath, a
concept not directly touched on in
the script.
Although the m usic used
throughout is not visual, is it
another such device not provided
for in the script. Written in part
by Carl Hammond, music is used
throughout. The character of
Death has a modern, discordant
theme which aids in providing
mood rather than authenticity to
the production.
Both R ic h a rd and R achel
France are trying to move this
production of Fathers and Sons
away from the style of previous
ones . . . Richard France feels
that previous productions were
characterized by “Stanislavsky
realism .” They “dripped with
these hallowed meanings and
glop,” such as the “wonderful

romantic lilt” of the novel that
France has “stripped right out”
of his adaptation Neither has he
included any concept of the
generational dispute in the play.
His main concern is Bazarov, the
mam character and his “ inability
to reconcile him self to any
specific affirmative of existen
ce.” One of Bazarov’s lines is
“Death is an old joke.” Bazarov
becomes friends with his com 
panion. and as the play ends, it is
clear that “ Bazarov is heading
toward his own dem ise.”
Meanwhile, other, more minor
characters continue to hustle
their way through an existence
they accept F en ich k a , the
peasant mistress of a main
character, is seen by actress
Debra Criche (’78) as a woman
who knows what she wants and
goes after it, which is everything
in p a n ts .” E vd o sk y a, a
“modern" woman, in the Russian
19th century sense of the word,
meaning “progressive.” She is
de scrib e d by a c tre ss B arb
Shapiro (’76) as a “ nam edropper” , a woman interested in
all the fashionably new ideas.
“She sticks with the times, I don’t
know if she believes in it.”
Both the Frances feel that the
stage created an entirely new and
different world, an existence
complete within itself The world
to be created by the production of
Fathers and Sons looks to be a
fascinating and original one.

WHY IS THIS clown smiling?

The answer can be seen on the
Lawrence green...(Sunday, but that doesn’t rhyme.) (Poetry
by Chris. Photo by Nancy Gazzola).

Laugh with Charlie
Charlie Chaplin has often been
called the greatest comedian of
American cinema. Certainly his
influence persists to this day for
example, in the films of Woody
Allen Lawrentians will have an
opportunity to see th ree of
Chaplin’s short films on Monday
evening as part of the In
ternational Film Series.
The films are One A.M., Behind
the Screen, and Easy Street. One
A.M (1916) is one of Chaplin’s
more famous works, a solo
performance in which Charlie
plays a drunken playboy trying to
find his way home after a night
on the town Behind tin* Screen
(1916) was done after Chaplin left
Mack Sennett's studio It is a
very free w heeling s a tire of
Sennett’s film-making style, with
Chaplin as an overworked stage
hand Easy Street (1917) is
generally regarded as one of the
sc re e n 's p e rm a n e n t com edy
classics Here. Chaplin plays a
bum who is reformed by a ser
mon delivered by Edna Purviance. one of Chaplin's favorite
leading ladies After his ref or

mation, Charlie becomes a cop
and cleans up the roughest street
in town.
These films are representative
of Chaplin’s work during the
period of 1914-1918, when he
worked for Keystone, Essaynay,
and Mutual studios During that
time he perfected his role of the
“little tram p.”
Chaplin’s career was rather
meteoric. Just two years after
starring in his first film, in 1914.
Chaplin had achieved national
acclaim and was making in the
neighborhood of $10,ooo per week
Eventually Chaplin grew tired of
m aking shorts and of the
restrictions placed on him by the
studios
In 1919, along with director
D.W Griffith and fellow actors
M ary P ick fo rd and Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr., he helped form
United Artists, an independent
film company that allowed for
greater artistic control for the
film makers It is from United
Artists that Chaplin’s greatest
work emerged. The (¿old Bush.

MEMBERS OF THE ( AST of FATHERS ANI) SONS rehearse
for the opening performance Wednesday at 8 p m in Stansbury Theatre. (Photo by David Davenport).

Celebrate
„ 1

by Nancy Fav
F low ers, balloons, cotton
candy, beer, and people of all
sizes and shapes will transform
the Main Hall green into a c a r
nival Sunday as “Celebrate”
kicks off at twelve noon P a r 
ticipants and spectators alike will
be celebrating fun, spring, ex
cesses, the end of midterm s;
anything and everything, during
“Celebrate” , and carnival with a
circus involving both Lawrence
and the local communities
Two years ago a similar event,
the Renaissance Fair, transpired
as the result of a comprehensive
senior project by a th e a te r
m a jo r, David H augland, a c 
cording to Susie Medak, ’76,
coord inating
d irec to r
of
“Celebrate” . Everyone seemed
to enjoy the Fair and people have
been asking since then when the
next one would be. “It’s funny,
everyone seemed to want another
carnival,” commented Medak,
“but no one was willing to take
the responsibility to organize
one.”
During her correspondence last
sum m er with Frank Duchow, the
manager of Public Events, the
subject again cam e up. “Frank
mentioned to me that it would be
fun to have a circus come to
Lawrence,” explained Medak “ I
agreed and thought it might mix
well with a carnival along the
lines of the Renaissance Fair,
only under a different theme. In
the end we made a deal he would
arrange for the circus if I agreed
to organize the carnival.”
The next step was to enlist the
suppo rt of the L aw ren ce
University Services Community
Cooperative. “Once Susie con
vinced us of the idea and we got
Co-op support m obilized we
really got the ball rolling,” said
Rob Gillio, '76, co-director of the
Co-op. During the early part of
second term preparations for the
carnival began Nearly 500 let
ters were sent to individuals and
organizations on campus as well
as community groups within a
hundred-mile radius of Appleton
Since then the coord inating
committee, comprised of Bill
E g g b e er, activ ities d ire c to r,
Mark Lee, grounds supervisor
an d set technician; N atasha
Pickrel, art director; and Gillio,
d ire c to r of non p e rfo rm an ce
activities, and a host of Co-op
members have followed up with
the m ailings and the other
preparations
After considerable discussion a
theme for the carnival was
decided upon. “We had originally
planned a circus theme, but later
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we felt it would be too limiting,”
Medak stated “ We kept the
circus theme and added three
others to it: In tern a tio n al,
American and a rt.”
A pproxim ately seventy in
dividuals or organizations will
have concessions or exhibits in
the carnival and about fourteen
groups will be performing A
performance is scheduled every
half hour Features include mime
shows by the Illusion Theater of
Minneapolis Acting with them
will be a 1972 Lawrence graduate.
Bonnie Morris The John Mont
gom ery B luegrass B and in
addition to a Human Calliope will
also perform The Emmett Kelly
Jr. All Star Circus will have two
shows, one at 1:30 and another at
4:30 in the chapel
Among the many exhibits and
concessions will be a face
painting concession, a weaving
demonstration, a potter’s wheel,
a Paul R evere silv ersm ith ,
balloons, flowers, fruit and even
a dunking stand The art
department is also having its
annual art fair, exhibiting both
student and community art work
Almost all of the events will
take place outside on the lawn
surrounding Main Hall and the
chapel WCIIT will broadcast all
day from a stage set up behind
Main Hall. The dunking stand
an d circus exhibits will be
located in front of Ormsby, and
the Beer G ard ens and a rt
exhibits will be next to the
library In the event of rain
everything will be moved in
doors
“Celebrate” will last from noon
to dusk The end of the activities
will coincide with the end of the
last concert at 8:30. College
Avenue will be blocked off from
Drew Street to La we from 12 45
until 5.00 p m
Monroe Doctrine will close the
fair at 7:30 p m with a free
concert at the l>ottom of Union
Hill.
“What should people expect?”
questioned Medak ‘They should
expect
an ything
and
everything but mostly to have
fun and get away from work
There will be something for
everyone, with hoop rolling and
paper airplane flying contests, a
polka band and dancing, clowns
and all kinds of freaks, both
planned and unplanned,” Gillio
echoed this sentiment, adding
“ Any loss of sleep on our part will
be more than offset by seeing
Lawrentians relax and reorder
their priorities, at least for an
afternoon.”
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Treger Concert
Tickets are currently on sale at
the Lawrence Box Office for the
Published weekly during the school year, except during examination periods
May 15th concert by Ethel M
by The Lawrentian ot Lawrence University Printed by Bargain Bulletin. Inc
Barber Visiting Professor of
ot Appleton Year subscription $5 50 overseas airm ail $15. seamail $6 50
Violin, C harles T reg er. Mr.
Second class postage paid at Appleton. Wisconsin
Treger will perform the Men
delssohn Violin Concerto in E
minor and the Vivaldi Double
Violin co ncerto with Colin
Murdoch, violin instructor from
the I^awrence Conservatory. The
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
will accompany both works.
Tickets for Lawrence students,
with ID, are only $1.50 or $1,
depending on seat location NonSunday most of us will enjoy “Celebrate.” The efforts of a Lawrence student price is $2 or
few very hardworking, self-sacrificing m embers of the $1.50 while adult tickets are $4
and $3.
community deserve all the applause we can give them .
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Participate for
the community

We will wander around, buy, eat and relax. Hopefully, the
question will arise: “ Why didn’t I join in?’’ Few of us helped in
organizing “Celebrate,” or even put in time to organize or
work at a booth for the fair.
We love to be amused, occupied, but don’t want to work for
it. This is true with respect not only to “Celebrate” , but to our
life at Lawrence in general. Students say, “ I’ve paid . . . ” and
professors and adm inistrators say, “ I’m doing what I ’m paid
to do. What more can be expected?”
Everyone is out to get as much from Lawrence for as little
as possible. So, it is a rare occasion when some complicated,
time-consuming activity like “Celebrate,’ or last term s
dance concert, occurs here. These are the work of a fraction of
the community; students who are willing to sacrifice
academic performance, time, psyche, and talent to an activity
of benefit to the community.
And, they don’t even have the assurance that anyone will
come to see the fruit of their labors. Last term 's dance concert
was attended by less than 000 paying “custom ers,” including
m em bers of the Fox Valley com munity—at least 1500 people
could have seen the performance. For a show which cost its
organizers and perform ers close to a dozen incompletes, and
was an orginal work combining several artistic fields, that
kind of support from Lawrence is em barrassing.
This Sunday’s performance will undoubtedly be better
attended. No tickets need be bought, no money paid in ad
vance, no plans m ade ahead of tim e—just come and do as the
spirit moves. Lawrentians are notorious for buying tickets for
activities no more than three days in advance. We don’t want
to be committed, to be responsible for whai we will do next
week.
It is this desire to be untethered from responsibilities that
m akes organizing activities so difficult. It is easier not to do
anything, to just let things happen. This results in the lack of a
sense of community, a problem endemic to Lawrence. If we
don’t think beyond our personal short-term interest, we will
never see any value in community efforts.
Those students who make a com mittm ent to community
activities generally find Lawrence a rewarding, worthwhile
experience. Many who don’t, spend free time voicing
vehement unhappiness with it. Perhaps it’s because of the
narrow academic lives we lead when we won’t become in
volved, that we are unhappy.
Academics is clearly the most important offering of
I^awrence, but it isn’t the only one. If we restrict ourselves to
involvement in academia, we unnecessarily narrow our lives.
Life isn’t cummulative: playing as a child, adding study when
adolescence is reached, and only as an independent adult,
adding involvement in community affairs to our repertoire.
But, if we don’t get involved now, we probably won’t at all;
without it, our lives are not complete. Lawrentians, however,
don’t want to accept this id ea; take, for example, most of the
faculty and administration . . .
This community, using the term loosely, is too small to
lead a healthy life if everyone doesn’t contribute to its social
life. A few students, and a few faculty and administrators,
cannot be expected to do everything for everybody.
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Baseball
Tonight at 7 p.m under the
lights at Goodland Field the
L aw rence Viking Varsitv
baseball squad will challenge the
Appleton Foxes Van t r a n 
sportation will be provided at
6:30and 6:45 p.m. from the Main
Hall stop Admission is 50 cents.

Special Concert
A concert will be presented
Tuesday, May 13, in Harper Hall
by the Chamber Choir and the
Wind Ensemble from Inver Hills
Community College Inver Hills
is part of the Minnesota State
College system. The cam pus is
located in Inver Hills Heights,
near St. Paul. The concert is
scheduled for 11 a.m., and is free
and open to the public.

Dance Postponed
The WCHT dance, scheduled
for Saturday night, has been
postponed until an unspecified
Munich Sem inar Cancelled
future date.
The Munich Seminar, Fall,
1975, has been cancelled due to an
Wanted!
insufficient n u m b er of ap
Plantz Hall folks are looking plications
for trikes with which they can
conduct their trike races for Competition for Overseas Study
Celebrate. Any faculty or staff
The Institute of International
members who would be willing to Education has announced the
Chamber Series
The final concert of the 1974- lend trikes are asked to contact official opening of the 1976-77
1975 Chamber Music Series will CHKIS Austin at ext. 305.
com petition for g ra n ts for
present La Galliade, a baroque
g ra d u a te study or re s e a rc h
trio, this evening in Harper Hall.
abroad in academ ic fields and for
Philosophy Club
Their program, which they have Want a really good bull- professional train in g in the
entitled “A Baroque Tour of session’? The Philosophy Club creative and performing arts.
Europe” , will feature works by will meet at 7:30, Wednesday, Selection is based on the
Fischer, Sammartini, Scarlatti, May 14, in Main Hall 119 to a c ad em ic and or professional
Quantz, Couperin, de Boismortier discuss a paper by John Bruce, record of the applicant, the
and C hedeville. A special '76. The paper is entitled “The validity and feasibility of his
highlight of the concert will be Reluctant Utilitarian: J.S. Mill.” proposed study plan, his
the use of rear projected images Copies of the paper are now language preparation and per
in the section entitled “Life at the available outside Main Hall 401. sonal qualifications.
French Court.” The slides will All are welcome.
Information and applications
depict life at the court using
may be obtained from Dean
e n g ra v in g s, woodcuts and
Lauter at 111 Brokaw on week
All Interested in Debate
paintings from 17th and 18th
days from 8-12 and from 1-5. The
Next
year
there
will
be
a
onecentury France.
third credit course in debate deadline date for receipt of ap
Although the Chamber Music offered
each term If you have plications in his office is early
Series is sold out, it may be any interest
and October.
possible to obtain tickets at the would like to infindthisoutcourse
what
the
last minute from the Box Office. National Topic is before the
Tim Weisberg
La Galliade, the baroque trio beginning of fall term contact
Due to illness, the Tim
which is presenting the Chamber David McColgin, ext. 324 The W eisberg co n cert has been
Music Series concert Friday
will be sent to those cancelled Ticket refunds are
night, will present a special, resolution
who
are
interested
in the course available at the outlets from
masterclass - lecture - dem some time during the
summer. which individual tickets were
onstratio n S atu rd ay at 10
purch ased T ickets m ust be
a.m. in Harper Hall. The class,
turned in by May 16th to claim a
London
Center
which is open to the public, will
refund. Ticket outlets can only
Many
openings
still
remain
in
deal with Baroque Performance the London Center Program give refunds for tickets which
techniques.
Those students who are in were actually purchased at that
terested are reminded of the outlet.
Celebrate Reminder
in this issue Ap
All performers should report to London Diary
for the London Center
the MH lobby 15 minutes before plications
Survival Basket
Program are available from Mrs.
they are scheduled to perform. Delie
If you would like a Survival
in Room 117 Brokaw
Basket and your parents have not
Advance Registration
ordered
one for you, it is possible
M.I.T. Economist
Advance Registration for the
for
you,
roommate to
Robert M Solow, professor of order one.orToyour
1975-1976 academic year will take
do so, simply call
place from May 12th through economics at M IT ., will discuss ext.
and ask for Cher Zim
May 23rd. Course Catalogs and the current economic recession m erm321
an,
m ake out a check to
Class Time Schedule may be at the Honors Day Convocation I^awrence orUniversity
Co-op for
obtained from the Registrar’s on Thursday, May 15, at 11:10 only $5.00 and send it, along
Office, Main Hall, Music Drama a m in the Lawrence Memorial your name and room numberwithto
Center, Art Center and Science Chapel
Julie Manning, room 404, Kohler
Hall
(Be sure to check with your
parents first.)

SPRING TERM 1974-75 EXAM SCHEDULE
Monday, June 9
8:30 A.M. — 11:10 MWF
1:30 P.M. — 8:30 TTS
Tuesday, June 10
8:30 A.M. — 1:30 MWF
1:30 P.M — 11:10 TTS
Wednesday, June 11
8:30 A M — 9:50 MWF
1:30 P.M. — 9:50 TTS
Thursday, June 12
8:30 A.M. — 8:30 MWF
JUNIOR WOMEN ELECTED TO MORTAR BOARD FOR
OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP. SCHOLARSHIP. AND
SERVICE
Nancy Limberg
Carol Anderson
Susan Long
Margaret Briggs
Susan Medak
Janet Clarkson
Susan Cook
Elizabeth (Betsy) Morris
Meredith Myers
Anne Dempsey
Julie Phelps
Karen Eide
Nancy Gazzola
Margaret (Meg) Sandifer
Kim Sherman
Phoebe Grant
Kathryn Stanley
Katherine Greene
Kaye Stiff
Ginger Gundersgaard
Nancy Thorsen
Maureen Hammond
Pamela Harrison
Elizabeth Tretow
Julia (.Jill) Johnson
Patricia Waddell
Barbara Kelley
Margaret (Peggy) Waller
Nancy Kirchoff
June Wigglesworth
Lynn LaJone
Lynne Zimmermann

Van to Chicago
If there are enough people
interested, Co-op will be sending
a van to Chicago on May 15 or 16
so Lawrentians might be able to
attend their respective siblings’
graduations. Indicate your in
terest by contacting Ms. Jones at
Plantz desk or calling the Ride
Board at ext. 306.
Charlie Chaplin
This is the one you’ve been
waiting for, International Film
Series will present on Monday.
THREE Charlie Chaplin films!
Monday, May 12, at 7:30 in
Youngchild 161 . . . only 75c.
Your Big Break
Did you ever dream of joining
the circus? Now’s your chance!
The E m m ett Kelly All Star
Circus needs four volunteers to
help set up on Sunday morning.
Contact Frank Duchow at ext
296.
"M enomenee Hunger"
“ Menomenee Hunger: Causes
and Cures” will be the subject of
next W ednesday’s Thought for
Food program . Mrs. Rose Hoff
man, services director of the
M enom inee R estoration Com
mittee, will be bringing her
knowledge of the problem to
campus at the coffeehouse, May
14th, from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30.
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Food for thought
Editor's not«*: See related article
un page S. col. 5.
To the editor:
“Thought about food lately?
W ell................. Over 147 lbs. and 5
gal. of food are wasted in a
typical Downer supper.
Think ag ain !!”
So reads the notice placed by
the T houg ht-F or-F ooders at
Downer Aside from the obvious
criticism that precious little if
any food conserved at dinner will
find its way to starving mouths
(more likely it will face us again
in one form or another for weeks
to come) there are other ob
jections I wish to raise against
this m islead ing, unju st, and
typically naive approach to the
problem of feeding hungry people
the world over.
What the Thought-For-Fooders
neglected to inform us (and what
a quick trip to “ Food
Headquarters” revealed) is that
J le t&

U

. ta

th

some 1050 people are eligible to
eat at any given meal served on
campus. That means that 1050
people paid for whatever meals
are served, and that any waste
produced by the meal ought to be
divided hy that total. Hence, 147
lbs. divided by 1050 equals some
2.24 oz. of waste per person per
dinner <147x16 oz. - 2352 oz., 2352
1050 - 2.24 oz). Now. if one weighs
the fat, excess gravy, crumbs,
grisel, and other “ e d ib le ”
w a sta g e on an a v e ra g e
Law rentians plate, 2.24 oz. is a
laudable figure, considering the
kind of food we are asked to eat.
On a percentage basis (assume a
meal, with beverage (two glasses
milk, entree, two vegetables,
dessert, and salad) weighs 2
pounds) that is less than 7 per
cent wasteage per person, per
dinner. That is certainly not
something to be upset about
How about this “five gallons of
food9” Lets assume that to be

e , C

Am bulances
To Whom It May Concern:
If you ever need an ambulance
in a hurry, don’t bother to call the
operator; she won’t know what to
do. And when you ask her to
connect you with the nearest
hospital she will give you the
main desk. After a few questions
the main desk at the hospital will
refer you to the emergency room
which will again ask the sam e
questions and then tell you that
they c a n ’t arrange for an a m 
bulance, that you have to call one
of the ambulance services and
arrange for it yourself. By this
time, if the poor stooge in need of
the ambulance hasn’t bled to
death or turned the appropriate
shade of grey indicating that he’s
already died, keep trying The
nice thing about a telephone
o p e ra to r is that she w o n ’t
disconnect you through all of this.
While you’ve been checking the
body she has been looking under
" a m b u la n c e s e r v ic e ” in her
directory and will say, ‘Which
ambulance company would you
like?” If you live at or near
I^awrence University, instead of
screaming “I don’t c a re !” as I
did, say “L arry’s.” It’s the
closest to campus and by this
time that may be the poor vic
tim ’s last hope for help.
Signed,
Still Dialing
Editor’s note: See the article on
ambulances on Pg. 6.
A thanks from the heart
To the Editor:
I would like to publicly thank
many people who have helped my
family and me through what has
turned out to be a very difficult
year so far For the past two or
three months my father has been
in and out of the hospital for
testing and treatment due to bad
health. Last week he underwent
open heart surgery for a dual
coronary artery bypass operation
at Chicago’s Rush PresbyterianSt. Lukes Hospital. The operation
seems to be successful and the
long, long road towards recovery
is beginning
D uring that tim e it was
necessary for me to spend a
considerable amount of time at
home away from my work at
Lawrence. If it w asn’t for un
d e rstan d in g professors and
helpful fellow students I would
have made out much worse than I
did academically. Their time,
special treatment, and concern
are much appreciated
In an operation like my
f a th e r ’s, survival depends

d ito

* .. .

equally on two things. The first is
the skill of the surgeons and
hospital staff. He had the finest.
The otner is a positive mental
attitude One has to fight ex 
cruciating pain to breathe, let
alone undergo the forced
coughing (to w ard off
p neum on ia). At these ea rly
stages of recovery the patient
needs all the support he can get to
build up a positive attitude, and
since the members of his family
are the only ones allowed to see
him, they must give all they have
in any supportive way they can.
Every get well card or phone call
of inquiry helps, but not at all as
much as what a group of
Lawrentians did.
Several friends of mine and
some people I don’t even know
donated blood specifically for my
father. Although it helps defray
the families cost of the blood used
(about 20 pints and makes it
available for other people locally,
it did one thing more. The
knowledge of that gift of life,
from my friends and acquain
tances gave my family, but more
im po rtantly my fath e r, a
tremendous inspiration to fight to
survive.
One is reassured in discovering
in a crisis something he knew all
along; that there are people who
are true friends, who will support
you any way they can whether
ac a d e m ic a lly , fin an c ially ,
religiously, or even physically if
they sense you need it. Our
family needed all we could get
and we got more than we needed and appreciate whole heartedly
every g e stu re of friendship,
moment of concern, prayer, and
pint of blood. How one repays
such friendship is difficult. We
intend to help others in similar
ways in their times of need and in
a sense share the help and
friendship that was given us
Things like this illness and
surgery are possibly intended to
remind us of what we have and
have taken for granted Ones
health is to be appreciated, as are
ones friends. I am grateful to live
in a society where such things are
important and where health or
spiritual care are available. I and
my family sincerely thank all of
you for your support and urge you
to keep your fingers crossed until
complete recovery is achieved I
think there are times when we all
should stop and appreciate what
we’ve got I don’t know about the
rest of you but I really have
something to “CELEBRA TE!”
this Sunday.
With most sincere gratitude,
ROBERTGILLIO.
May 3. 1f>75

soft drinks and milk. Sixteen
ounces of liquid during dinner is
not an unreasonable figure, I
myself drink far more than that
(I have some water and a cup of
tea with lemon). Multiplied by
1050, that is 16800 ounces of liquid
paid for at any given meal. Five
gallons of “food" is equal to 640
ounces. This figure (640) when
divided by the total 1050 potential
wasters yields a paltry half ounce wasted per person per
meal One half-ounce is the few
drops you leave at the bottom of
your glass.
To complain about that is
downright stupid.
The Thought-For-Fooders used
a different experimental design,
according to the woman I spoke
with at “Food H eadquarters.”
According to her they measured
the wasteage of 75 trays and
multiplied that by a factor of
seven (assuming a total service
that day of 690 students). There
are many criticisms of that
method
No controls were instituted,
such as measuring the wasteage
over a several day period. Ap
parently, short ribs and pork

Abortion opposed
To the Editor:
I picked up a copy of the
pamphlet “Abortion Questions
And Answers” from the table set
up in Downer on Monday, May 5.
I would like to respond to some of
the things I read, because there
seems to be a good deal of
positive reaction to some of the
statements which the pamphlet
makes.
First, it defines abortion as
“the back-up medical technique
when contraception fails or is not
used.” This statement seems to
eq u ate abortion with c o n 
traception But co n tracep tio n
means preventing the creation of
new life, and abortion is just thatthe aborting of life after it has
been created. It has been argued
that the knowledge of safe and
effective abortion should be
shared with everyone. Would it
not be better to start this sharing
a few months earlier, with the
knowledge of safe and effective
birth control? For if one is
possible, the other is also.
Secondly, there is the assertion
that if a woman is pregnant and
" h e r need for ab ortion is
frustrated, she may never know
the joy of bearing a wanted
child.” But what about the child
she is presently carrying, who
has a right, from the moment of
conception, to know the joy of
being alive?
And finally, there is the
arg u m en t that each w om an
should have control over her own
body. Of course, but the child she
is carrying is not part of her
body-it is a separate entity
created, and deserving of life, in
its own right.
The space available does not
allow me to go into these
questions as deeply as I would
like. But I felt the need of offering
some possible alternatives to the
answers given by the pamphlet
Thank you.
Sincerely,
The following members of the
I^awrence Christian Fellowship:
Je n n ife r Folz, Mickey Unbehaun, M ark D. (G ala)
Atkinson, Kathy Newlin, Mills
Perry, John Hernandez, Alex
Bolyanatz, S arah M agness,
Laurie Ryan, Debbie Herndon,
Mark Burrows, Trish Grippo,
Lily Niu. Robert Wilrox, Elisa
M ustari,
Sue
Knowles,
Dominique F rigo, M alcolm
Teschan, Valerie Hibbard, Renee
Hammond

chops were served that day
(according to the woman I spoke
with, who aided in the survey). I
know from my experience in a
pork packing house last sum m er
that the fat content of pork is
unusually high, compared with
other meats. What we were
served that day was not high
quality protein, and wasteage
consequently may have been
unusually high
It is not the total number
serv ed that should be the
measure, because the 690 people
who ate the greasy, fatty pork
(others, it must be remembered,
may have avoided the meal
because of its poor quality) did
not entirely pay for it It was the
funds provided by the fees paid
by the 1050 eligible students that
keep that operation lucrative,
and they should be the sample
base. The figure 75 used as a
sample appears to be an a r 
bitrary and irrational choice on
the part of the surveyers.
According to the woman I
spoke with, what was considered
“food” was everything but the
following: tray, plates, bowls,
silverware, and napkins. Any
idiot knows that some “food” by
any s ta n d a rd s ap plicab le to
American life is simply inedible.
T he T h o u g h t - F o r - F o o d e r s ’
standards are doubtful if not
outright deceptive on their part
Feeding starving people is a
laudible aim But hassling
college students who are only
trying to get what their parents
paid for, so that they may learn
with a full stomach and an open
mind is not. If anything, these
s e l f - r i g h t e o u s , u n in fo rm e d
“saviors of the malnourished”
should be encouraging students
to go into food-related and
agricultural fields, so that they
may devote their lives to feeding
the world’s hungry. Typical of the
idiotic approach is the assump

tion that people are starving
because they do not have enough
food, not because they lack
adequate technology, adequate
m edical a ssista n c e , a d eq u a te
capital, or an honest government
To save food is to save food, and
not necessarily to save dying
people
I would also like to clear up an
apparent misunderstanding on
the part of these p e o p le............I
paid for each and every meal
served nte, with cold hard
American money. If any of them
would like to assume financial
responsibility for my food. I
would be glad to skip as many
m eals as their guilt-feelings
dictate, and as my health per
mits. That is a standing offer.
One more interesting thing It
is surprising the amount of
support received by the ThoughtFor-Fooders on the part of the
Downer B u re a u c ra ts. One
wonders if this big drive to save
food may not merely be an a t 
tempt by certain administrative
officials and their unsuspecting
lackeys to give us less food for
more money, and harrangue us
with rhetoric so that we ap
p rec iate their exploitation.
Furthermore, the revolutionary
im plications of the sta rv in g
m a sses a r e being skillfully
bypassed by the whole Thought
For Food p ro g ra m N aive
Lawrentians think that skipping
their Wednesday dinners and
donating the pittance, amounts to
a way of solving the
maldistribution of resources, and
liberating the oppressed masses.
In the sixties we used to laugh at
L BJ’s philosophy of attempting
to solve complex problems by
throwing money at their symp
toms. This Thought For Food
business reeks of s im ilia r
predilections.
—CHRISTOPHER LAPP

Men want a Week too

To the Editor:
I think it is time for all
Lawrentians to recognize the
special interest group that
continually gets the short shrift
around this place. I'm talking
about those purveyors of 20th
Century masculinity, men. Yes,
good old men, often taken for
granted in our society, but surely
one of the most dynamic social
groups at work in the world
today.
To remedy this problem I
suggest that we give men a
special week here, too. Men’s
Week, a gutsy, laugh-filled,
illuminating seven days of m. 'e
awareness. For instance, did you
know that Nicholas Copernicus,
noted fifth teen th ce n tu ry
scientific sm art guy, was a man?
Did you know that Miles Davis,
jazz trumpeter supreme, is in
reality a full-grown m an?
Shakespeare, the greatest bard of
them all, spent most of his
childhood try in g to acheive
manhood and later succeeded,
coincidentally at the sam e time
he was writing some of the best
plays to ever hit the boards Did
you know that all the members of
the American League are Men
and will continue to be so
throughout their playing
careers7
The list is staggering All the
Presidents were men, expecially
Hoover and Eisenhower Men
have held important positions in
industry, commerce and the arts
It is time we recognized some of
them and I have taken the trouble
to outline some activities for
Men’s Week.
1. Half-barrel parties every
night Men are notorious drinkers
and they should be given a
chance to try their hands at it
Special beer outposts will dot the
campus.

2. Meetings with Townie Men
Townie Men are engaged in many
masculine activities, many of
which can be taught to Lawrence
students. One special interest is
called, “holding down a jo b ”
which entails things like “getting
up early” and “coming to work
every day.”
3. Cockfights, boxing matches
and dog racing Men flock to
these spectacles and it would be
much appreciated
4 Men’s poetry A compilation
of noted male poets can be
published. Men such as Milton.
Yeats, Rilke, Pope, Neruda and
Rumbaud have produced many
worthwhile poems that tell it like
it is from a m an’s perspective.
5. Male movie festival.
Cinematic expression by known
male directors. Films such as
“Citizen Kane” , “Duck Soup” ,
"T h e Longest D a y ” , “ The
Seventh Seal” and “Kill the
Umpire” with William Bendix all
feature men and their changing
roles in society.
6. Male “ra p ” sessions. Groups
of men get together and tell
outrageous lies about freshwater
fish, sexual prowess and favorite
hitch hiking stories. Religious
leaders may want to touch on
Christ’s masculinity and make
pointed rem arks about Buddha
and Billy Graham, both notorious
men
Take a man aside this week and
encourage him It’s not easy
running the world. You will find
many men to be open, con
siderate human beings who just
want a little conversation and a
glass of their favorite beer L et’s
have a Men's Week and give the
little guy a pat on the back.
Sincerely,
I Jncoln Kirby
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Renowned artist will
exhibit elegant eggs

Emmett Kelly Jr.
Circus will play in
Chapel on Sunday
by Susan Reeves
T he p e rfo rm a n c e s by the
E m m ett Kelly Jr. All Star Circus
to be held in the chapel on Sunday
as part of “Celebrate” will set a
precedent in chapel activities.
“Up to this time about the most
far-out thing we’ve had in the
chapel a r e rock c o n c e r ts ,”
co m m en ted F ra n k Duchow,
m anager of public events and
c o o rd in ato r of the circus.
Duchow feels confident that it
will come off without a hitch,
though. ‘T h e circus has been
performed in almost every place
imaginable, from gymnasiums
and sports arenas to the Grand
Ballroom of the Drake Hotel in
Chicago and the White House
lawn. They tell us all they need to
transform the chapel into a
circus arena is ‘one ladder’ so
we’ll take their word for it.”
The story behind the contract
with the circu s is b riz a rre .
Duchow recalls, “one day a 120word telegram was dictated to me
over the phone, describing the
circus. I thought it was just
another promotional gadget, but
it was intriguing. I was amazed
that any group would spend so
much money on that type of
a d v e rtis in g .” L a te r, a fte r
Duchow and Susie M edak,
production co o rd in ato r of
“ C e le b ra te ” had decided to
follow up on the idea Duchow
approached President Smith with
the proposal The administration
was in favor of it, but Smith said
if it was to be held in the chapel it
was necessary to get a go-ahead
from the Conservatory.
Charles Schwartz, Dean of the
Conservatory, and Miriam Clapp
Duncan, associate professor of
music, expressed concern over
two m atters: the strength of the
chapel stage and the possible
dam age to the organ as a result of
the circus The stage floor has
actually worn thin from years of
buffing. “We doubted it could
hold the weight of elephants, for
exam ple," said Duchow, “ But
since the Kelly circus doesn’t
have any the only potential
problems were with Tony the

Wonder Horse and the bear.
Gentle Ben. But, Duchow said,
“We com pared the weight of the
animals (act) to the weight of a
grand piano and it cam e out all
right.”
The problem of the Chapel
organ has not been so easy to
solve. Schw artz an d D uncan
expressed concern because it is
such a valuable and delicate
instrument. However, the circus
p ro m o ters a s s u re d L aw ren ce
that none of the acts would en
danger the organ. The circus
carries good liability and in
surance program s and, Duchow
points out, the fact that they
have this good an in s u ra n c e
program indicate a high degree
of professionalism.
“T h at’s one of the reasons why
we chose this circus over all the
others we looked into. It is more
experienced than any of the
others and seems to be reliable.
They sound very efficient.” Their
setting up time is just two hours
and the strike time is only an
hour.
S pecial a r r a n g e m e n ts have
been made to make sure the act
runs smoothly. The animals will
be walked on stage at the back
entrance of the chapel. Usually
the t r a p e s is secured from the
ceiling or the floor, but since
there are no facilities for this in
the chapel the trapeze will be
attached by the side of the stage.
In addition to Em m ett Kelly,
the star and clown of the show,
Tony and Gentle Ben, the 100
minute production features a
three-piece band composed of
an o rg a n ist, tru m p e te e r and
drum m er, a singing ringmaster,
and ten other acts. Some of these
include the Bruskis, a juggling,
unicycle, and balancing act; the
Bertini Duo, a hanging perch
performance; E rn a ’s educated
ch im ps, an d J .P . T h e ro n ’s
Comedy Tank. The performances
will be at 1:30 and 4:30 and
tickets are $3 25 for adults and
$1 50 for students and children

by Cindy Dillon
Very few people would be
flattered or even accept a letter
addressed to the “Egg Lady.”
However, when such a letter was
a d d re sse d to M rs. Alberta
Stohlman, she gladly opened it
and was delighted by its com 
pliment. Mrs. Stohlman has been
decorating, creating, and selling
eggs for nineteen years. At this
Sunday’s “Celebrate” she will be
displaying as well as selling
many of her eggs.
“I m ade some eggs for the
Memorial Hospital bazaar one
y e ar. T hen in 1964 Junior
Scholastic featured some of my
eggs on i t s ’ c o v e r .” noted
Stohlman. “The following year
they were featured on Catholic
Youth’s cover. The boy who
photographed them told me I
could have a real m arket with
them .”
Following his advice, she sent a
dozen to Marshall Fields and Co.
in Chicago. “After that I kept a
counter full at the Chicago store
for four and a half years.” Her
Madonna and Child egg was
featured in Field’s 1967 Fashion
of the Hour magazine. “Little
Tyrolians” , a pair of eggs with
wooden statuettes of a Tyrole boy
and girl, were used by Fields for
a full page ad in the New Yorker.
Town and Country also featured
her “Partridge in a Pear Tree” in
their 1967 C hristm as issue.
S to h lm a n ’s talent was also
recognized in a half page Chicago
Daily News story and one of her
eggs was photographed for a
K im berly-C lark ad. Although
she no longer keeps her booth at
Fields, Stohlman sends her eggs
to stores in Lincoln, Nebraska
and Scottsdale, Arizona
To make her acclaimed eggs,
Stohlman must wear protective
clothing. “Many of the eggs I get
are the ones which don’t hatch, so
they are filled with bacteria. As I
drill much of this flies around, so
I put on a cap, mask, and coat my

glasses with Vaseline so the
debris won’t stick,” she ex
plained. “I can’t say how long it
takes to make an egg, I’ve
usually got four or five going at
one time.”
S to h lm an ’s decorated eggs
come in a variety of styles and
ornamentations. They also vary
in size. “ I use everything from a
tiny finch to an ostrich egg. I also
use goose, turkey, sparrow ,
robin, black sw an, turtle,
alligator and exotic rhea and emu
sh ells.” She added, “ Many
people bring me back eggs when
they go traveling and kids in the
neighborhood find ones which
have fallen out of nests.”
Since she receives such a
variety of eggs, Mrs. Stohlman
makes a wide range of or
naments. One of her larger
ostrich eggs has a water fall
scene. Another shell was turned
into a music box with a sleeping
angel inside a pink lighted room
while playing B rahm ’s lullaby. SI SAN MEDAK, coordinator of
Baby cradles, jewelry boxes, (’ELEBRATE! (Photo by Nancy
toothpick holders, as well as an Gazzola.)
evening purse have been created
by Stohlman
Stohlm an s ta rte d out by
making Christmas eggs and still
designs them today. She also
creates lighted ornaments with
skiers, angels, and even a bear
from Berlin. She also creates
eggs for such occasions as a n 
n iv e rsaries, weddings, and
graduations. “ I get many of my
figurines from foreign countries.
Unfortunately they are often very
expensive,” she said “I never
save on any expenses, however,
to make an elegant egg.” At the
fair, her eggs will range from $8
to $20. “Those with doors and
more elaborate figurines will cost
more.”
“It’s quite an exciting business,“
she said “I hope that after 19
years I’m getting pretty good
Right now I can’t even keep up
with all the orders.”

CELEBRATE — PAPER AIRPLANE CONTEST
Traditional Category
Any creation made out of no more than a single 8, ->”x H ”
piece of paper (Staples, scotch tape, paper clips and glue mav
be used to hold it together.)
Judged in Two Ways:
a) Length of Flight
b) Acrobatic Maneuvers
I'nlimited Category
Anything made of paper or paper products (plus glue
scotch tape, paper clips and staples).
This would include straws and cardboard but not wood or
plastics.
Judged on length of Flight
All contestants must fly their own creation and will be given
only one opportunity for each design to show how well it will
perform
The contest will take place on College Avenue at 2:30
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Appleton’s involvement will
provide diversified activities

“Celebrate provides an ex
cellent opportunity for the Ap
pleton and L aw ren ce c o m 
munities to work together, to
have fun together,” comments
El den J. Broehm, Appleton city
clerk. So, more than thirty Ap
pleton
a re a
businesses,
organizations, and artists plan to
take advantage of the carnival
Sunday with a r ts , food, in
formation, music, sales, and
FUN.
A major contributor, the Ap
pleton Gallery of Arts, will lend
the various talents of its m em 
b e rs to the success of
“Celebrate.”
Marie Schoenrock and her
husband, for example, work with
sta in e d glass form ation s. In
addition to many small, colorful
items, they will bring personally
designed hanging lamps and
terrarium s for sale. While most
of their creations are priced
around $1.50, the large lamps cost
over $60—but Schoenrock is
confident they’re worth at least
that much.
Another AGA artist, Dolores
Ziegler, paints Wisconsin land
scapes in water color and acrylic.
Presently show chairperson for
the Gallery, she is also respon
sible for keeping members in
form ed of exhibition op
p o rtu n ities, like “ C e le b ra te .”
Ziegler mentions that some of the
artists, however, will be taking
advantage of their previously
planned bus trip to the Monet
exhibit at the C hicago Art
Museum on Sunday.
Remaining in Appleton for
“Celebrate,” both of the Kranzuchs will participate: Marilyn’s
sand designs and candles, and
T o m ’s m e tal s c u lp tu re —from
small objects to wail hangings—
could provide accent in a dorm
room or a home living room . Sara
Uehlein, also an AGA member,
will sell utilitarian pottery. These
are but a few of the items to be
brought to the carnival by AGA
artists. After Sunday, their crafts
will be moved one block to the
Gallery’s new shop across the
street from the YMCA.
The Little Mermaid, next door
to them, is a Scandanavian im 
port store, which plans to have a
booth at “Celebrate.” Most of its
exhibit will be Scandanavian
pillow kits. According to Else
Weborg, “We make up the kits
ourselves by buying the yarn and
patterns from Norway. We will
show several at various stages of
completion to demonstrate the
different stitches.”

Another Appleton gift shop, the
Mole Hole, will appeal to student
demand They will add wall
decorations, handcrafted knick
knacks, posters, and possibly
jewelry to the carnival sales.
Ice cream has been donated by
Boy Blue to the Theata booth, and
by Baskin-Robbins for prizes in
clown judging and paper plane
flying. Landmark Gallery and
Hodge Podge Antiques will be
two other local retailers par
ticipating in “ C e le b ra te .”
Community organizations will
further add to Appleton’s in
volvement
Residents and volunteers of
Casa Clare Inc., a half-way
house, will dress in Indian saris
to sell papads, an Indian snack,
and as clowns to sell balloons.
Im ported de co rato r item s,
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Woods, will be sold for the benefit
of Casa Clare. The W'oods will
both be there Sunday to describe
the brass work from India, the
wood craft from the Phillipines,
the china from Norway, and
other interesting gifts. These,
Mrs. Woods explains, were “left
over from our shop, and we
wanted to donate them to a
deserving cause.”
Some community groups, on
the other hand, will offer in
formation booths. The Fox Valley
Food Co-op hopes to interest
people in joining by answering
questions about the Co-op, and
selling unfiltered cider to support
the Co-op.
Along educational lines,
Planned Parenthood’s display is
expected to provoke thought on
the problem s of unp lanned,
unw anted children. UNICEF
material, available at the PP
booth, may interest people in
sharing their enjoyment with
children around the world.
In addition, booths sponsored
by community service groups
such as Appleton Fire D epart
ment, Friends of the Appleton
Public L ib rary , O u tag am ie
County Historical Society, and
Group Against Smoking Pollution
will seek to inform about first
aid, smoking and its affect on
health and other such useful
knowledge.
Serving the needs of the young
people, “Celebrate” has no age
restriction. The Kimberly Girl
Scout troop hopes to sell a quilt
five of its girls have been making
since Christmas. Other wares

PERFORMANCES
12 00

12 45

G rin d March
f estival performers
Lawrcncc University Band

Hoop-rolling contest.
Downer Council
Colleqe A venue

Opening Ceremony
Maypole Dance, choreographed by
Sonia Long
Lawrence University Band
In the international section o f the
q rounds

The Parable
Younqchild 161

The Illusion Theater
Mime
Main Staqe

1 00

The Parable, a movie presented by the
Ecumenical Council
Room 161, Younqchild Hall

1 30

The Emmett Kelley, Jr., AH Star Circus
Lawrence University Memorial Chapel
The Americanos Drum and Bugle Corps
Colleqe A venue

2 00

Robin Reed Puppet Productions
Main Stoge
The Parable
Younqchild 161

2 30

Polka Band
Sinfonia
Colleqe A venue
Robin Reed Puppet Productions
Main Staqe
The Parable
Younqchild 161
The Emmett Kelley, Jr., A ll Star Circui
Chaoel
Ju m p Hoping Tontest
The Slstuhs
Colleqe A venue
Folk Music, French Caiun,
John Montgomery and Co
Mam Staqe
John Montgomery and Co
Mam Staqe

Dwight Davis and Kris Reuter
English Ballads
International section

The Parable
Younqchild 161

The Park Circus Pranksters
Circus section

Fencing Demonstration
International sect ton

Paper Airplane contest
Colleqe A venue

English Songs
Dwight Davis
International section

Clown judging contest for children 12
years old and under
Mam Staqe
3 00

Illusion Theater
International section

Scenes from "Fiddler on the Roof'
Appleton West High School Cast
Mam Stoge

The Park Circus Pranksters
Circus A rea
Monroe Doctrine
Union H ill

will include many hand-crafted
items. The Appleton Association
of Girl Scouts are heading the
International section with a booth
on Friendship
The girl scouts aren ’t the only
youths participating at Sunday’s
festivities The locally famous
Americanos Drum and Bugle
Corps can be seen on College
Avenue at 1:30 pm and Appleton
West High School will perform
selections from “ Fiddler on the
Roof’’ on the Main Stage (see
Map) at 3 pm
Not all of the contributions of
the Fox Valley will be seen on
Sunday.
F ran k
Koffend,
“ C e le b ra te ’s ” b a rk e r, has
previous experience with c a r 
nivals and has given advice and THIS IIKHK BAM) hey, known to you as Monroe Doctrine
materials to the coordinators, as plays music for all folks, even you n me. They’s a playin’ in
well as distributing information the bottom of the hill on the Sabbath
throughout the carney (carnival)
circuit.

Food, glorious food
by Cindy Dillon
When most people think of a
ca rn iv al probably the first
thoughts that come to mind are of
cotton candy, hot dogs,
lemonade, and all the other foods
which stick to fingers, melt down
arm s, spill on clothes, and make
mouths water A variety of food
booths at this y e ar’s Celebrate
promises no one will leave with
clean arm s, fingers, or clothes
and empty stomachs.
Sticky fingers a r e being
provided courtesy of T re v e r
house council as they set up a
cotton candy stand. Sticks of the
pink confection are selling for
25c.
Beer lovers can be treated to
brats cooked in butter and beer at
the booth sponsored by Circle K.
The
O u tagam ie
County
Democrats, Youth Caucus, and
Lawrence’s Youth Caucus are
keeping taps flowing at their beer
garden. The garden is enclosed in
a snow fence, which Brad Dover
’78, described as, “Wooden slabs
lashed together with wire.” For
those who prefer lem onade,
orange juice, or milk, Circle K is
also providing these non-spiritus
drinks.
A few groups are bringing an

international flavor to the fair collard greens may be served
Weary fair goers can rest at the Soulful jamming may also a c 
Christian Fellowship, and French company the dinner
“The Fox Valley Food Co-Op is
departm ent’s coffee houses. Jim
Rand ’77 and John Hernandez ’76 oriented towards natural foods,”
are serenading while cheese, explained Linda Randolfs’78 A
fruit and Parisian coffee are concession featuring unfiltered
apple cider and natural “munserved at the cafe.
“ P a p a d s a re quite exotic, chies” is being sponsored by the
everyone should at least taste Co-Op “The munchies we have
one,” noted Clare Kepke, of will depend upon what we have in
Cassa Clare Halfway House stock at the time They will
“They’re an East Indian snack probably be foods like sunflower
which are sort of like a huge seeds and cashews,” she added
For those with a sweet tooth,
potato chip,” she added Plain,
pepper, and chile papads are the Delta G a m m a sorority
available. “ Watch out for the pledges are holding a cake walk
chile ones, they’re really hot,” B arb F ish er ’78 explained,
she laughed The halfway house “We re going to make a big
is also passing out free balloons cardboard cake and everyone
will walk around that However,
at their stand
“It’s reflective of the good instead of cakes, the winners will
spiritual togetherness people get receive cupcakes.”
when they work together
Ice cream is a part of every
Positive good vibrations are the carnival and Celebrate is no
idealogy behind it,” said Berney exception Kappa Alpha Theta’s,
Somerville ’78, president of the donned in Boy Blue Caps, will be
African American Association dishing out chocolate crunch
(AAA). A soul food-soul dinner, cones, sandwiches, bars, parrepresentative of an inner-city faits, and individual dishes of ice
home, is being hosted by the cream.
group Barbeque spare ribs, and
Overall, gastronomic delights
fried chicken top the menu will be plentiful and many would
Potato salad, sweet potato pie, be dieters will “start tomorrow
corn bread, and punch are on the
side. Also, if they are available,
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A look at ambulance
service in Appleton
bv Ann Francis
People seldom stop to consider
what their reaction would be if
faced with a medical emergency
situation. The first logical step is
to call an am bulance: any a m 
bulance, assu m in g that all
ambulances are alike. The two
private ambulance companies in
Appleton though, are not alike. In
fact, “there is a marked dif
ference between the two com 
panies and the quality of service
they offer” .
This is the conclusion of a study
conducted last term by Kyran
Dowling, ’76, Bill Eggbeer. ’76,
and Rob Gillio, ’76. The results
were compiled in a paper for
P ro fesso r P a r k e r M a rd e n ’s
course ‘‘Sociology of Health and
Medicine” . The paper raises
some interesting questions about
the q uality, efficiency and
uniform ity of the local
emergancy aid system.
According to the report, Gold
Cross, (tele. 733-3738) owned by
Jim Welch, maintains ‘‘seven
full-tim e basic E m erg e n cy
M edical T ech n ician s, (E M T ),
also enrolled in the advanced
EMT training course through St.
Elizabeth’s Hospital. In addition,
seven part-time basic EM T’s and
3 non-EMT part-time attendants
are employed. Gold Cross is
equipped with 2 ambulance units.
Both vehicles c a r r y EKGdefibrilation units, a sso rted
drugs, and intravenous injection
equipment.
L arry ’s and Son’s Ambulance,
(tele. 734-7269) owned by Larry
Seidle, has a total of eleven
employees. Three are certified
EM T’s and six are undergoing
basic EMT training The firm ’s
five am b u la n c e s a re of the
custom auto type, which are now
in a d eq u ate acco rd in g to the
city’s ambulance ordinance and
will have to be replaced by 1979.

The vehicles are equipped with
basic first-aid materials, oxygen,
and suction equipment.
The type of am b u la n c e
dispatched to a local emergency
victim is dependant on a series of
circumstances. If an emergency
call is put through to the hospital,
it will be referred to one of the
two private companies, ‘‘no of
ficial reco m m en d atio n being
m ade.” A call to the fire
department, operator, or police
department will dispatch the Fire
Department Rescue Squad.
In this situation, the private
firm which is on back-up call at
the time will also dispatch a
vehicle to the scene, since the
Rescue Squad is prohibited by a
city ordinance from transporting
victims to the hospital. The
emergancy numbers located on
some phones are not labelled, so
that the caller has no way of
knowing which firm is contacted
Dean Lauter spoke of the
ambulance system in Appleton as
‘‘A confused s itu a tio n ” . The
University has no official policy
regarding emergency aid, but
L au te r personally in stru cts
counselors to call Gold Cross,
which he feels is a dependable
firm. He regrets that a ‘‘stringent
ambulance control law ” was not
passed by the City Council last
year.
The report emphasizes that the
evaluation of local ambulance
service ‘‘is not an indictment of
the proficiency of any com pany” .
Rather, says Gillio, “it is an
introduction to a problem” .
They plan to follow up this
report with a comprehensive
review and analysis of local,
s ta te , and federal policies
re g a rd in g e m erg en c y health
care, and to suggest legislation
that m ight co rre c t the
inequalities the rep o rt u n 
covered.

DEPENDABLE MARRIED ('DUPLE NEED SUMMER
HOUSING (June, July and August). Call 739-3663 until 5
p.m. or 733-2291 evenings after 7:30 p.m

Htmo componentß anö otffcr stuff .
aaue up to 50%
bial x306, auk for rabbi
tucß. - tiiurB. 9-12 p.m.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.. aun. 1-4 p.m.
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AS A POSSIBLE alternative to the unsatisfactory housing
situation, the bathroom might do in a pinch as a Plantz
resident found. He needn’t have taken the idea of a ‘‘rest
room ” so literally. (Photo by Matt Brockmeier).

The Frances: a dual
effort for the theater

C arnegie-M ellon U niversity.
by Matthew Brockmeier
“ F a th e r s an d S on s,” as While in Pittsburg, he worked as
R ichard F ra n c e , a s s is ta n t the Theatre and Dram a critic for
professor of theatre, likes to point WQED-TV for three years, as
out, is more than a personal well as teaching classes at the
creation on his part. “ Although I Western State Penitentiary.
wrote the play, the specific Rachel aided in his television
concept is entirely Rachel’s,” he work at W QED, providing
says, referring to his wife’s role ba ck g ro u n d on the technical
as “ dram aturge,” a role which aspects of the plays reviewed.
involves the sharing of ideas on She has also been a designer for
literature, aesthetics and other theatrical productions at Yale
concepts with the director.
and in C incinatti, for offThe dram aturge is actually the Broadway productions and for
director’s alter-ego,” explained the television show “Mr. Rogers’
Richard. “ Rachel is acting in Neighborhood.” In August she
that capacity for ‘Fathers and will be going back to Pittsburg to
Sons’ and is giving the show take her comprehensive and oral
continuity. She’s made it possible exam s for her Ph.D. at Carnegie
for me, the writer of the script, to Mellon. Prior to attending Yale
see new things in it. Usually when she had gone to the High School
a writer directs his own work, he of Music and Art in New York,
has a love affair with the words. and to Vassar. Richard states
With Rachel’s input, I ca n ’t even that he was a high school dropout,
think of it as my play anym ore.” and never received a B.A.
This production is not the first
Richard’s work includes six
time the Frances have worked
together. In 1972 they had a joint published plays, out of about 30
lectureship in Syracuse, New he has written. 13 out of the 30
York, sponsored through a grant have been produced. He has been
by the New York State Arts aw arded both the Shubert and the
Council. B efore com ing to Golden Playwright Fellowships,
Lawrence they taught together at and has received an aw ard from
the State University of New York the 1973 National Endowment for
in Geneseo, “the asshole of the Arts competition. He is listed
academ ic life,” according to in the new Who’s Who in
Richard. Two productions of American Theatre.
Richard’s adaptations had sets
Looking beyond the Lawrence
and costuming by Rachel. And in p roduction of “ F a th e rs and
the F e b ru a r y issue of the Sons’’ Richard is planning to go
“ Jo u rn a l of the B ritish to Denver during the sum m er to
F e d e ra tio n of Film S o c ie ty ’’ do research on a “documentaryappeared a jointly written article d ra m a ” on the Japanese in
entitled “ Hearts of Age.” Said America in World War II. Ad
R ich ard , “ we like to work ditionally, an article of his will be
together.”
published in the August issue of
Although both Richard and “Theatre Quarterly” , the preRachel attended the Yale Drama eminant journal in the field” ,
School at the sam e time, they did bringing to nine the total number
not meet until they were in New of articles he will have had
York. From there they went to published. Of his active career
Pittsburg, where Richard earned Richard says, “ I like to keep
a Ph D in Theatre History at busv.”

Treger
revisiting
campus
by Ginger Gundersgaard
Visiting professor of violin,
C harles T re g er, will be on
ca m p u s ag ain May 14-17.
Highlighting his visit will be a
special concert on the 15th and a
string jam session with faculty
and students.
B acked by the L aw ren ce
Symphony Orchestra, Treger s
T h u rsd ay night co ncert will
fe a tu re H endelssohn’s Violin
Concerto in E. The performance
will be in the Chapel at 8 p.m.
Perhaps the most exciting of
T r e g e r ’s public a p p e a ra n c e s ,
especially for non-Conservatory
students, will be the string jam
session at 8 p.m. on Friday in
R iverview Lounge. T re g e r,
C onservato ry stu d en ts and
faculty will experiment with a
variety of chamber music.
The session will be very in
fo rm al. Colin M udroch, in 
structor of music, and professor
of violin, explains that such
sessions can be very successful,
or they can turn out to be less
than expected. But while he
makes no promises about the
quality of the performance, the
evening does promise to be in
teresting.
T reger’s schedule also includes
a coaching session on Friday
afternoon from 1:30-4 p.m. in
Harper Hall. The session will
include three student soloists and
two piano trios, and is open to the
public.

CHARLES TREGER

Treger was also at Lawrence at
the beginning of second term. He
offered four coaching sessions
during that visit because he gave
B a t.
no public performances.
M urdoch d escrib ed those
sessions as “simply fantastic.”
Treger works well in informal
contexts and enjoys working with
young people. Murdoch felt his
was contagious and
oooooooooooooooooooooow ooooooooooooooooooooo<g enthusiasm
that he was an inspiration in
addition to helping to develop
technical skills.
This is the first year of T reger’s
three-year tenure as a visiting
professor.
U nder
this
arrangement, he spends several
days at Lawrence whenever his
schedule p e rm its. T hat will
probably mean two visits each
year, although the arrangem ent
C u s to m T o b a c c o s , P i p e s ,
is indefinite.
A cce s s o rie s, M a g a z in e s
Until about three years ago,
3 0 4 E . College A v e ., 7 3 4 2 8 2 1
o Treger was professor of violin at
the University of Iowa, while
Ô O O O C'O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O vvO vO O O O '.
m aintainin g a full co n cert
schedule. He left his position in
P resen te d bv the C a r e e r C enter
THERE ARE WILD BEASTS OUTSIDE
order to concentrate exclusively
SO -M/lNY B(X*S/S0 H W PfOPlf/s
. ’'
- ' 1<
on concerts.
\ ( I V € ALWAYS MAI7T IT
‘ But Mom I ’A THt ftESctfVF REMJ)Hb THAT 1U«N
H t « . EVifl -SO, I USEDTt)
STOMACH.' N O 6tir. MtfSH U6HVS/\
But, as in teractio n with
M t*AuiA TO TrtiS
MDUiHWT A Tb*B TWiS pmcE 15 I >
1
students seems important to
C.OOT or rttf i
DCMiC bOTY
I1THE URMtfV WAS
Treger, the flexible arran g e
V hoM£ AVb
WiSOW.
ments as a visiting professor are
1 ,'* 5 ,1
A GOOD
working out well.
STUOfUT THEM
Murdoch noted that Treger felt
a great deal of affinity for
w
^ >*~rJT.
Lawrence. He was pleased with
the sincerity of the Conservatory
students here, and left Lawrence
last tim e “ ex h au sted but
exhilerated ”
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A diary of London

By Susan Reeves
JANUARY 2: My second day. The Arden is sort of a hole, but I know I
won’t be spending much time here Today we determinedly set out
with maps-mistook the Royal Courts of Justice for St Paul’s. (Why
would the priests have on those strange robes, I wondered?), and
accidentally stumbled on Buckingham Palace while trying to get to
Piccadilly Circus. In London you really ca n ’t take a wrong turn.
JANUARY it: Classes a ren ’t too demanding - 1 have plenty of time to
sightsee every day; go to pubs nightly. Pubs: dark and smoky, full of
laughter and darts and the smell of ale, which I already love. I met
some interesting people tonight . One older man wanted to argue about
our respective educational systems-and a frustrated writer who
lookeJ sort of like Karl Marx demanded to know what we are doing
here.
JANUARY 23: Wow, the money goes fast. I am finally learning to
think of 70p in term s of pounds, not dollars, though. Everything is so
cheap compared to Chicago. We’re going out every night this week
two pubs, three plays, a ballet and two symphonies. I can’t believe
Andre Previn is conducting.
FEBRUARY I : The weekends are magical. Studying never interferes.
We decide on the spur of the moment to hit Canterbury, Stratford or
Bath for the weekend it’s just a m atter of packing a knapsack, and
hitching. People are so friendly and helpful On the way home from
Cambridge we met this dimpled, ruddy-cheeked gentleman who in
vited us to a party at his Air Force base- we met the most fascinating
collection of people Wonder if we’ll ever see him again—he’s off to
Khartoum now.
FEBRUARY 12: Our first week break. The continent is so accessible,
Paris is only a short ferry ride away.
I feel very full now-we tric'd out three different cuisines in the Latin
Quarter today. Paris is so fresh. I love its art and sugared waffles, its
children and m erry go rounds; the Seine, the wine . ..
FEBRUARY 23: We’re all anxious for spring Finals are drawing near
and money is tight - people stay home a few nights a week; con
sequently the group is growing closer. The Commons Room is a
challenging kitchen, but one needn’t be satisfied with heating up soup.
Every night you can smell fragrant spaghetti sauce simmering, or
sample somebody’s wine cookery.
We’re learning to improvise in the kitchen Last Saturday night’s
wine bottle makes a swell rolling pin-and turkeys can be carved with
dull paring knives when you’re really hungry Everyone helps shop,
pitches in 50p-and, we create.
The closeness of group living is nice. It’s good I am going to be here for

another term there is still so much to see and I don’t want to go at a
frantic pace every minute.
MARCH I: We spread the maps out every day now. trying to plan the
three week break 1 want to hit Italy, the Netherlands, France again,
Spain, Switzerland. Scotland, Germany
but 1 want to do it all
slowly!
MARCH 2«: The stories I’ve heard about the three week break- ex
citing and scary encounters with foreigners; lost money. It was neat in
Copenhagen My Spanish needs work
The neatest part of the whole trip was when I got off the tube at E a rl’s
Court and walked back to the Arden. I was so tired, so dirty—I passed
the carry-out restuarant on Kenway Road, smelled the curry cooking
of the little store on the corner, crossed busy Cromwell Road When I
saw the “ 112 Lexham Gardens” sign 1 got sort of excited, and speeded
up; turned the corner and saw the “ Arden Hotel” sign It hit me - this
place is really home now- and it’s spring’ London, my London, which
was rainy and damp, has come alive. I took a walk in Kensington Park
all the trees and flowers are out I’m glad I’ve got three more months
to savor this.
APRIL 15: This afternoon we sunbathed (studied???) in the park
and took a boat ride on the Thames. Tomorrow - Windsor Castle - this
is too much to handle!
APRIL 23: Easter in Westminster Abbey We prepared a huge Easter
feast and spent the afternoon at E aster fairs.
MAY <>: Scotland for the week break - we just hike and ride bicycles all
day long - nice change from city bustle.
MAY 15: We re going to Oxford this weekend; today to the Chelsea
flower show. Days are passing too fast.
MAY 2!*: Got word from the parents that I have to go home to the
summer job if I want one. There is still so much to see
JUNE 3: I haven’t done that much in the past few days, except I finally
had high tea. Mostly I’ve gone back to my favorite places.
JUNE 11: Said goodbye to the friendly flower lady who sells daisies on
Kensington High Street; took one last walk in Holland Park, spent one
more morning in the National Gallery. Tomorrow’s the day.
JUNE 7: Here I am on the plane. Three more hours and I will be seeing
O’Hare and my family, listening to the midwest twang, seeing big cars
and right-hand driving, and my own yellow and white room again
Leaving is hard - but I have this understanding with London. I’ll be
back, I’m not sure just when, but I will.
JULY 25: A reunion with all the Chicago area London kids. Funny and
tearful We saw slides tonight, ate peanuts and raisins again, laughed
over Miss Reilly and Jack and the Arden’s strange porter, Andreas
We reminisced about the mice and classes and agreed that Appleton
will be strange.
It’s peaceful to sit here writing, now. I don’t feel much older, or more
wordlv, but London opened my eyes.

SEMINARS ON SURVIVAL
The Things You Need to Know to Live

A special series for seniors (or anyone else) about the nitty • gritty things in life no one ever told
you about: your credit rating, applying for loans, taxes, leases and landlord-tenant obligations,
insurance and what it can

or can’t do for you, savings plans, personal finance, and more.

NUMBER THREE

Savings Plans, Checking Accounts, Loans,
and Mortgages
(Questions and Answers)

Mr. Robert Nelson, Director of Marketing
First National Bank of Appleton

4:30 p j n .
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14.1975
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by Jean Erickson
“ I divide all the works in world
literature into those written with
and without permission. The first
are trash, the second a breath
of stolen air . .
S a m iz d a t," R ussian for
“self publishing,” is the name
given to Soviet literary works
that cannot be published in the
Soviet Union because of cen
sorship These works a re cir
culated in hand written, type
written, or mimeographed form
Readers copy and recopy the
prohibited works, continuously
increasing the circulation With
or without the authors’ per
mission, many of these works are
published in western countries
Authors of samizdat works are
a mixed group, ranging from
workers and students to Stalin’s
daughter The two best known
sam izd at a u th o rs a r e Boris
P a s te rn a k and A leksandr
Solzhenitsyn, laureates of the
Nobel Prize in literature. Their
novels are prohibited in the USSR
and are available to the public
only in typewritten form
The Soviet government deals
harshly with samizdat authors
who evade censorship At the
very least, samizdat authors are
expelled from the W riters’ Un
ion, which takes away their
livelihood Authors have been
arrested and sentenced to from
five to seven year prison terms,
denied permission to live in
larger cities, or confined to in
sane asylums without medical
justification
In the last few years the Soviet
government has begun forcing
authors into exile Among those
now living in the West are
Brodsky Siniavsky, Zhoves
M edvedev, an d A leksandr
Solshenitsyn. Yet au th o rities
seem unable to stop the cir
culation of samizdat or its ap
pearance abroad.
Samizdat includes memoirs,
scientific p apers, lette rs of
protest, and bulletins. Many
samizdat documents deal with
religious m a tte rs and with
persecution
of
national
minorities. About 70,(MM) pages of
this work from the USSR alone
has appeared in the West in the
last ten years This is just a small
share of what has been cir
culating inside the country.
The Duke University samizdat
collection provides a c o m 
prehensive and balanced picture
for the study of state control and
the a rtist The exhibit now
numbers some 450 items Already
shown at Duke University and
the University of Michigan, it is
now scheduled for exhibition at
several other ca m p u ses, in 
cluding Lawrence
The collection consists of pages
of h a n d w ritten or typed
manuscripts which had been
circulating in the USSR It also
contains documents, books, and
monographs taken out of the
USSR and published abroad,
either in their original language
or in translation. The exhibition
is mainly focused on literary
works and m e m o irs, with
practically all samizdat authors
known in the West represented
The countries best represented
are the USSR (both Russian and
Ukranian languages), Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia.
A separate part of the exhibition
is a collection of small color
reprodu ctions of und erground
Soviet paintings.
The samizdat exhibit will open
May 4 in the Worcester Art
Center, continuing through May
25. It is sponsored by the Com
mittee on Russian and Eastern
E uropean Studies of Duke
University. Professor Vladimir
G Treml set up and organized
the exhibit.
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Lettem}ei)’8 Club Honors

Mike ©eLoqge

Mike De Longe’s two years at Lawrence serve as proof that
transfer students can make significant contributions to the
Lawrence community. Mike played a lead role in building a
successful football team at Lawrence, has brought dignity and
respectability to the women’s basketball team as their coach,
and has managed to maintain an A- average as a math major.
His career should provide hope and firepower to the Admissions
office as it seeks to increase recruitment of more transfer
students.
An outstanding high school record earned Mike a full
scholarship to Concordia Jr. College in Milwaukee. His im
pressive credentials include Most Valuable Player awards in
football, basketball, and track. He was also named Athlete of the
Year and All Conference for two years. Mike continued his
successful career at Concordia by serving as captain of the
football team and earning regional All American honors for
junior colleges. Mike chose Lawrence after graduation from
Concordia because he could, “receive a fine education, and
continue to play in a good football program.”
Mike was co-captain and MVP of this year’s successful
Viking football team. He serves as a member of the University
Athletic committee, house manager of Phi Delta Theta, and
directed the women’s basketball team to a much improved 5-7
record this year. Mike has been named to the national All Phi
Delt football team and the outstanding College Athletes of
America. Next year Mike will remain as a coach at Lawrence,
and begin his graduate studies in education administration.

Spopsored by L-Club

&nielsen

Tennis splits weekend
Last Saturday, the Lawrence
tennis team travelled to the
windy city to play the University
of Chicago and Lake Forest.
Playing on a weird dirt surface in
the Chicago Fieldhouse and
without number one man Jack
Anderson (who was out with a
strange injury called medical
b o a rd s), the netm en lost a
heartbreaking 5-4 decision to
Chicago but cam e back to beat
Lake Forest 7-2.
" Against the much improved
“ m o n ster of the m id w a y ,”
Lawrence won 3 singles. At No. 3,
Bob Liebman defeated Threstt 18, 6-4, 6-2. At No. 5, Gary Kolker
scrapped his way to a 6-1, 3-6, 6-2
victory over Kelso. At No. 6, John
Van Duser scored an impressive
2-6, 6-2, 6-3 win over Gnatt Losing
in singles, though was Kevin
Rhoades, who was upended by
Williams 6-0, 6-4 at No. 1. John
Chandler lost a tough match to
Tichtor at No 2, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. Dave
Toguchi lost at the No. 4 position
to Hayes 6-0, 6-4.
Lawrence lost 2 out of 3 doubles
to decide the match. The only
winners were the team of Kolker
Van Duser who scored a 6-3,
NUMBER 14 scores a home run and
7-5 win at No. 3 doubles. At No. 1
in last week’s big game on the doubles
lost 7-5,
diamond. (Photo by Craig 6-0, andRhoades-Toguchi
at No. 2 LiebmanGagnon).
Chandler lost 7-5, 6-1.

IT’S FANTASTIC, IT’S GREAT, ANI) IT’S FR E E .
A home studies Bible course—Non-Denominational.
“Open your heart—Reopen your Bible.”
Call: 739-6426 or 722-0222
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Against a good Lake Forest
team, the top four singles players
won. Rhoades won 7-6, 3-6, 6-1.
('handler trashed his opponent 62, 4-6, 6-1. Liebman won 6-3, 6-4,
and Toguchi had little trouble
while winning 6-1, 6-3. Kolker and
Van Duser were both beaten in
their matches at No. 5 and No. 6.
The Vikings wrapped up the
match by sweeping the doubles.
Rhoades-Toguchi slipped by in
their match 4-6, 6-3, 7-6. LicbmanChandler won 4-6, 6-2, 6-4, and
Kolker-Van Duser won by default
in the 3rd set of their match as a
b eaten Lake F o rest headed
home.
On
W ednesday,
the
fussyballers beat Beloit College
9-0. Winners were Jack An
d erson, R hoades, C handler,
Liebman, Toguchi, and Kolker.
The doubles teams of RhoadesA nderson, T oguchi-C handler,
Liebman-Kolker all won. The
tea m ’s duel meet record now is 44 with its next meets on Sunday
against UW-Green Bay and Fox
Cities Raquet Club.

Viking track
tics for third

by AdeltroulSpitzmeiski
The L aw ren ce U niversity
Viking Track squad tied for third
in the Beloit relays last Saturday.
Central of Iowa won the meet
with 67 points. The Vikes tallied a
strong 46.
Lawrence’s only first was in
the distance medley as the team
set a school record of 10:51.3,
bettering the 10:56 set in 1960. Jay
L aJone, M ark Metz, Kevin
Retelle and Gary Kohls ran on
the record breaking team.
T aking seconds w ere Ron
Wopat in shot and discus, and
Shawn Woods in the pole vault.
Dave Rosene was fourth in the
pole vault and the 880 relay team
of Dave Foss, Scott Kauma, Bob
Montgomery and Superstar Mike
Delongc was fourth.
The Vikes face St. Norberts
Friday at 3:00 p.m. in Green Bay
Coach Gene Davis feels confident
that the Viking Squad will come
out on top in the annual battle
against the Green Bay rivals.

Food wasted
during meals

by Jim Deming
D uring an a v e ra g e dinn er
meal, people eating at Downer
waste over 147 lbs. of food, a
value of about $87.11. During an
average Sunday brunch, 79 lbs.
are wasted, a value of about
$58.07.
Based on a random sampling of
leftovers from 75 trays by the
Thought for Food program, these
figures a re a m e a su re of
something that most students are
not commonly aw are of. Curbing
this waste could save Lawrence
substantial amounts of money,
and would be p rac ticin g a
principle which is in the in
ternational limelight: resource
conservation.
Part of the problem is students
taking more than they will eat If
students consciously take only
the amount of food they want,
less will be wasted.
Another part of the problem is
servers giving larger portions
than people want. This is evident
in the larger amount of waste for
a dinner, where students are
served, as compared to the serve
yourself brunch Servers might
help eliminate this waste by
giving a choice of a small,
medium, or large portion.
The magnitude of tnese waste
figures point out that the problem
is large enough to demand a t
tention. The Thought for Food
program hopes that education of
diners to the problem will help
alleviate it.

